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THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is intended for those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and librarians
who select books for young readers.
We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively, but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader. We hope our efforts will help give both adults and children that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate ~rade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin.
When the reviewer bel1eves that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated. Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of
subject, or format.
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a rating is located immediately
under the grade level to the left of each review. The explanation of the ratings are:

* Exceptional quality or

erit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition.

A Excellence. Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among young readers.
B Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area.
Generally books with a rating of B are ~ependable if not outstanding.
C Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcomings. Should be
purchased only after careful consideration.
NR Not recommended.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is printed nine times annually, once
each month from September through Nay. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year . Please address
all correspondence to:
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal opinions of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Brigham Young
University.
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Berenstein, Michael. The
5268 . $6.99. 69p .

T~tt

Boo2.

Random House, 1980 .

ISBN 0-394-94295-7.

LC 79-

A pseudo folk fact collection containing all you never wanted to know about
trolls, The T~it Book falls into that category of books that aren't often read
B
through, but are seldom on the shelves. Berenstein's plentiful pictures , drawn
2-5 with loving detail indicate a long acquaintance with the subject, and young fairytale lovers will be intrigued by them.
Though neither priced nor presented so luxuriously as Wil Huygen's esoteric
Gnome& of 1977, this book may be juvenile literature's reply to it.--J.F.
Blumberg, Rhoda . The F.<Mt TJUtve.t G!Ude to the Moon: What To Pa.c.k, How to Go, and
What to See When You Get Th~e. Four Winds Press, 1980 . ISBN 0-590-07663-9 .
LC 80-66244. $7 .95. 83p.
This is a witty and entertaining (if optimistic) volume by a veteran travelguide author. It is undoubtedly what its title proclaims it to be, and it has
the convincing ring of 6CLU:-a.c.c.ompU non-fiction even though it pretends to be a
publication of the year 2000.
A
Knowing nothing of space travel myself, I can't answer for the technical
4-8 accuracy of this book, but Blumberg claims to have consulted the experts--and
NASA, as well. In any case, this book is a refreshing change from the seemingly
mass-produced space fiction glutting the market these days, and is almost as
exciting. The cartoon-like illustrations of Roy Doty add interest and a lighthearted (if not weightless!) charm.--T.J.H.
Bober, Natalie S. A Re6tie&~ S~:
ISBN 0-689-30801-9
80-23930.
. LC$10.95.

A
6+

80-7987.

The sto4Y o6 Rob~
197p.

F~~t .

Atheneum, 1981.

A Rehtie&~ S~ is certainly the best of the biographies of Robert Frost
for young adult readers. Frost's granddaughter, Robin Hudnut, writes the introduction . She quo~es Frost's image that looking at his great-grandchildren was
like looking through a telescope backwards. Her looking at him was similar
and others have been wonderful help in adjusting the focus . This biography also
should help younger readers adjust the focus.
There is a vividly balanced account of young years, relationships with mother,
father, grandfather and the individual struggling. It is a sensitive account of
the poeti·c seeking of self, voice, subject, and audience. It realistically and
compassionately treats relationships and friendships in and out of his family .
The marriage and the parental joys, delights, aspirations, sorrows, disappointments, and guilt are warmly and understandingly conveyed. The darkness is recognized without the "lightly serious and seriously light" being ignored . I'm
thankful for the delights he was able to have in grandchildren Prescott and Robin,
as well as for the poetry he has lodged where it cannot be forgotten.
It is a book about Robert Frost I can put next to my own notes and reminiscences of the times I heard him talk over the last five years of his life and
still feel comfortable. It is a book I am delighted to see written about a poet
whose poetry and life--and the experiences I associate with both--"have made all
the difference. "--E.W .

Burningham, John. The Shopping
LC
$9.95. 30p.

~ket .

Thomas Y. Crowell, 1980.

ISBN 0-690-04082-2.

Somehow, the deceptively elementary drawings of John Burningham express
nuances of emotion and action that should be impossible, given their simplicity,
and The Shopping B~ket is another case in point.
When Steven's Mother sends him to the store with a carefully itemized list
A and the ubiquitous shopping basket, the scene is set for a wild tale. With
K-3 Burningham's clear, crisp colors and vanishing line technique, Steven's neighborhood, friends and encounters become hilariously evident. The rapidly diminishing
items in the basket are clearly countable allowing enthusiastic audience participation from the pre and early school crowd; and the bear, monkey, kangaroo,
goat, pig and elephant receive their just rewards from our quick-thinking hero.
Bound to be a rug favorite!--J.F.
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Carrick, Carol . The CU.mb. Clarion Books/Houghton
LC 80-12965. $8.95. Unpaged.

~1ifflin,

1980.

ISBN 0-395-29431-2.

This beautifully illustrated picture book, done in yellows, browns, and
greens, communicates the beauty of forests and of exploring them. It also portrays fear of the unknown that all of us have and never really grow out of . Two
children, Nora and Brendan, conquer their fears in such realistic ways that the
reader shares their new feeling of confidence. The older child also realizes
B+ that being afraid is part of everyone's life.
K- 4
The one weakness of the book that jars the reader out of the story is the
part where Nora is stuck in the small hole that David Carrick makes roomy enough
for Nora to sit up and eat her lunch in. She couldn't possibly have gotten stuck
in a hole that big. When she backed out of it she was crawling. That takes a
foot and a half more space than inching on one's sto~ch. (Maybe he didn't take
time to read the story).--L.H .
Chester, Deborah. The S.(.gn o6 .the cw.t.
LC 80-69998. $9.95. 219p.

Four Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07729-5.

Lord Wint is fifteen years old when he sees his father the Duke fall in
battle and the duchy of Gaumont taken by his usurping Uncle Claude. Thus is thrust
upon Wint an early manhood that is not only urgent but unbelievably dangerous. He
has to run for his own life as well as seeking to avenge his father by raising a
rebellion and proving himself the rightful Duke of Gaumont.
A
Set in medieval France, this is a fascinating adventure story that is hard to
6-10 put down. Though I am no medievalist and can't presume to judge its historical
authenticity, the story itself is brilliant. The characters are interesting and,
with the possible exception of Duke Geoffrey, more real than heroic. Wint himself
makes so many stupid mistakes that he gets on your nerves after a while. And he
loses almost every fight he enters. He is, despite his title, only fifteen--and
it shows . The plot moves swiftly and runs into so many hitches that it, too,
resembles life rather than romance. This is a book I will not soon forget!- -T.J .H .
Crowther, Robert . The Mo~ Amaz~~ H~e-and-Seek Counting Book.
0-670-48997-2. No cost listed. Unpaged .

Viking, 1981 .

ISBN

Even the title page is hidden unless you play the game . Using various pull,
push, and slide-type tabs, 2 two spiders can be found hiding under 1 one toadstool
B
and 8 eight birds flying behind 7 seven clouds . Grandmothers who share this with
K-2 their favorite 5-year-olds will have a marvelous time. Librarians, however, will
not be so overjoyed to see how quickly 10 ten apples no longer hide in 9 nine trees
after 1 one unsupervised child looks in all the wrong hiding places.--D.S.
Greene, Bette. Get On Ou.t o.6 _HeJLe. Ph-i.Up HalL
LC 79-50151. $9 .43. 150p.

Dial Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-8037-2872-7.

Beth Lambert, the "nur.t>er-one best student in ·Mis Johnson's clas~" and the
president of the Pretty Pennies Girls' Club of Pocahontas, Arkansas, 1s back again
in Bette Greene's newest book. Beth's competition and secret love is still Philip
Hall .
The time has come for the annual Abner Jerome Brady Leadership Award to be
presented, and Beth, as well as most of Pocahontas, is certain she will win the
trophy and $300.00 scholarship. Beth also has no qualms about telling most anyone
how deserving of the award she really is! But Beth is humiliated when she stands
prematurely to accept the Brady Award only to hear Philip Hall's name called.
Beth struggles to patch her pride, but things only seem to worsen. Finally,
hurt and feeling an outcast, she moves to Walnut Ridge to stay with her grandA mother. It is there that Beth discovers how to deal with her qualities as a per8-11 son . As her wise old grandma pointed out, "You done come from Pocahontas with
all your stuffings knocked plumb out of you. And nobody, child, is going to
believe nothing good about themselves 'til they ups and stuffs their own stuffings
back in."
Bette Greene has a special insight into the thjngs of l ife that ma ke us laugh
and cry . She touches the readers of her stories in a unique way through the
actions and thoughts of her carefully drawn and unforgettable characters. No one
who has read SunmeJL o6 My Gvunan SolcUeJL will fail to remember (though a bit sadly)
Patty Bergen. In a different, but equally rememberable manner, Beth Lambert
will stick with you .
And what of Phil i p Hall and Beth? Well, it seems even more clear now that
Philip Hall does indeed like her. I reckon maybe!--M.T .
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Hentoff, Nat. Voe6 Thi6 School H~ve C~~
02051-4. Lt 80-68733. $8.95. 170p.

A
6+

P~hment?

Delacorte, 1981.

ISBN 0-440-

Sam Davidson, new at Burr Academy, is an intelligent and honest high school
student with a smart-mouth and a knack for getting into trouble not of his own
making. He goes to court for using someone's outdated subway pass to get to
school. In his oral History class his assignment is to interview someone over
sixty. He chooses a black jazz trumpeter, Major Kelley.
During the year, Sam and a friend are framed for possession of drugs in
school by another student, Jeremiah Saddlefield. At this point the book turns
into a "whodunit" book as Major Kelley becomes a fairy godfather to Sam and
cracks the case. Jeremiah confesses to his father and then to the headmaster
that he was the one who had the drugs. Sam and his friend go free and truth
and justice prevail.
The theme of truth and justice winning was a theme of Hentoff's Thi6 School
I~ V4iv~ Me C4azy which described the antics and troubles of Sam Davidson,
seventh-grader, attending Alcott School where his father was headmaster . Sam was
framed in that book, too, but truth and justice saved him. In the first book
Sam was an obstinate, smart aleck kid full of stupid pranks, although his honesty
and intelligence helped redeem him. In Voe6 Thi6 School H~ve C~ P~hment~
Sam is still quick to make smart remarks but he has matured enough to realize
when such remarks are not appropriate. For example, when the high school director
catches Sam holding marijuana and informs Sam there was no presumption of innocence at the school, Sam retorts, "Sir, does this school have capital punishment?"
The author did a good job of treating Sam as a high school student. There
is humor in this book but not as much as in the first. Both books contain oneline statements of a truth and a couple of pages of comments on truth and justice.
The judge, Major Kelley, Major Kelley's father, the headmaster, and even Mr .
Saddlefield comment on issues relating to truth and justice from different perspectives. There is also an assistant administrator or teacher who is the unrepentant bad guy in both books.
· Vo~ T~ School H~ve C~~ P~hment is a good book to read for both the
plot and the many lessons learned by a growing teenage boy and his friends as
they bumble their way through Burr Academy in their quest for an education and
maturity.--G.C.

Hildick, E. W. The Cahe o6
$7 .95. 144p.

~he

Snowbound Spy.

Macmillan, 1980.

ISBN 0-02084-3860-0.

The McGurk Organization is a team of five supersleuths from the fifth and
sixth grades. Each has a special talent: organizer, climbing expert, smell expert (who is useless when he has a cold), code expert, and a brain who knows
B
about everything.
3-6
The friction and loyalty between the five personalities is realistic and
humorous; the case of the snowbound spy is exciting enou9h to make the reader
wonder if the junior detectives fall victim to the dangers surrounding the case.
This middle grade mystery is simple enough to attract youngsters who aren't
super readers yet, but like excitement in their books.--L.H.
Hill, Douglas.

B
4+

Galactic Wanlo4d.

Atheneum, 1979.

ISBN 0-689-50164-1.

$7.95. 126p.

Keill Randar lived on a planet so bleak and dangerous that he and all his
people developed excellence in survival . Their physical and mental self-discipline
made them the best fighters in the galaxy and for this reason they were sought
after by others to win their battles for them . Suddenly everyone on Keill's
whole planet is murdered but he doesn ' t know by whom or for what reason .
Douglas Hill's writing makes Keill's physical prowess and his revenge motive
plausible. In the first part of the story, the reader is convinced Keill is dying
and considerable suspense is created as one wonders how a story can be created if
the hero dies in the first few chapters. Randar eventually heals, however, and
emerges from his malady stronger than ever.
The end of this book is really just the beginning of Keill's search for the
killer of his world . This novel will be followed by others.--L.H.
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Hoke, Helen . My~;teM.ou&, Mena.cing 6 Mac.abJr.e.. El sevi e_r/Ne 1son Books, 1981 .
0-525-66753-9. LC 81-9738. $11.50. 160p.

ISBN

This seventh. volume of spooky stories edited by Hoke (earlier titles include Gho.6tt.y, GlUm and GJtue.~;ome.; Ee.!Ue., Wehl.d and W.i.c.k.e.d; Th!U.U.e.Jr..6 , CIU..Ue.Jr..6,
and K.i.tte.Jr..6) contains nine tales written in past decades, notably the 1940's
and 1950's. A few of the authors are well-known (Ray Bradbury and Ronald Dahl);
B
others less so. The c0111110n denominators of the selections are the macabre
7-12 mysteries and the twists at the ends of the tales. This anthology is perhaps
not for everyone, but will certainly be a hit with those with the taste for a
chilling story.--J .J.
Kellogg, Steven . The. My~;te.Jr.y o6 the. Fty.i.ng O~e. Pumpk..i.n.
0-8037-6116-3. LC 80-11748 $5.47. Unpaged.

Dial Press, 1980.

ISBN

.

The. My~;te.Jr.y o6 the. Fty.i.ng O~e Pwnpk..i.n has not one "cutsie" monster. It
actually leaves a person with a nice feeling.
Its upbeat gives "do unto others"
B
a Halloween setting, yet it's not preachy. Steven Kellogg's pictures are always
3-7 too delicate and detailed for large group read-alouds, but librarians will be
tempted to share this one.--K.B.

Lawson, Don. The. P.i.c.tUJr.e. L.i.6e o6 Ronald Reagan. Franklin Watts, 1981 .
04286-3. LC 80-29085. No cost listed. 48p.

ISBN 0-531-

Written for children in the middle grades of elementary school, this biography
of Ronald Reagan features excellent photographs from his childnood through his
inauguration as president. No one questions that children in the third and
fourth grades enjoy biographies, but they need vivid details to make the individual
live . This recounting lacks these details and seems more like a newspaper account
C
of President Reagan's life. Flashbacks also tend to be difficult for children
2-4 of this age, and this biography deals with the present before returning to the
birth and childhood of the subject.
The style is somewhat choppy--one short declarative sentence after another .
Captions for the photographs are informative and the pictures are synchronized
with the text. The book does what it prom1 sed: it gives a look at the 1i fe of
our current president and as such may fill a need in the elementary school library.
But the retelling of the story lacks specificity, verve and luster.--C.B .
-Leen, Nina. RaiLe and Unu&ual An.Unti.e..6.
057478-1. $8.95. SOp.

Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1981.

ISBN 0-03-

Nature photographer Leen highlights forty unusual animals in a variety of
black-and-white photographs which show the subjects off well. In four progressive
shots, the horned lizard of the American Southwest burrows into the sand and eventually disappears completely from view. The Galapagos tortoise parades the profile of his horny jaws which can crush hard fruits. A small group of young musk
B
oxen model their defensive circle (rumps in, heads out) which discourages predators.
3-6 Loosely organized--but with an index and introductory table identifying the common
name, latin name and range of each · animal--the strength of the book is the initial
introduction to a· new animal world. A weakness might be assuming too much on the
part of the reader (some specific terms are not defined or described clearly in
context, like "skink") and the lack of information about animal and bird size,
whether in the text or in the photograph.--J .J.
Levoy, Myron. A Sha.d.ow L.i.k.e A Le.opaltd.
79-2812. $8.79. l84p .

Harper & Row, 1981.

ISBN 0-06-023817-8 .

LC

Ramon Santiago, at fourteen, was already street-wise and considered an expert
with a knife. He ha~ to be to survive. His father was in prison for hitting a
cop during a Puerto Rican rally; and his mother was in the hospital with a nervous
breakdown. Ramon was actually very sensitive and loved to write. However, after
his father called him a girl and said he wanted a son who was macho, he learned to
keep his writing to himself.
To prove himself to a street gang he hoped to join, Ramon agreed to rob an old
man reported to have a wallet full of money. To Ramon's consternation, the old man
had very little money and didn't appear at all afraid of him.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss2/1
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A
7+

Arnold Glasser was an artist who had fallen on hard times, and it didn't take
long for two sensitive individuals to recognize in each other kindred spirits.
Ramon decided to try selling Mr. Glasser's paintings. He would then split his share
of the money with the gang to keep them happy . Unfortunately , the gang was not
that easily -appeased.
The influence these two lonely and rather lost individuals had on each other
gave each hope and the will to survive.
A sensitive and thought-provoking story. The language is pretty rough, but
so is the way of life . --A.M .

Naylor, Phillis Reynolds.
$9.95.
80-24057. LC

A
5+

fac.u ..i.n :the Wa.teJL.

167p.

Atheneum, 1981.

ISBN 0-689-30823- x.

The s.tory of Dan Roberts, protagonist in Sha.d.owt. On The Wa.U, continues in book
two of the York Trilogy, fac.u In The WateJL. Returni ng to ~~rica from a famil y tri p
to Britain, Dan is haunted by a voice calling his name in the night. Unable to tal
of the strange experiences he had in York where the past seemed to mix with the
present, Dan struggles to deal~ with not only the knowledge that he and his father
may someday be stricken with a hereditary malady, Hunttngton ' s disease, but also
with the fear that the spectres of Roman Britain had somehow followed him home.
Dan leaves to spend the summer in the country with his grandmother. Shocked,
he finds her hired hand the image of Jasper Faw, one of the gypsies from York who
had been a part of his visions . And the spring in his grandmother's basement snows
him the face of Jasper's father, Ambrose Faw. Dan knows Ambrose wants back a Roman
coin traded to Dan by his son and that this coin partially holds the answer to his
unusual experiences.
Once again Dan is thrown back in time as he collapses by the spring and finds
himself reliving an ancient past existence. Did he actually live a past life ? And
if he did, how is it linked wi th the Faws? Finally Dan decides to face his fate
and cal ls the name of Ambrose Faw, who peers at him from the water. The name releases the pent-up forces. Mist rolls in from the woods, and Dan waits to meet
the ghosts that have haunted him.
This book is written with the same excellence as was Shad~ On The Wa.U.
This volume may, i n fact, be a faster paced, more exciting story. It does leave
the reader in a lurch, however, with something ominous creeping out from the
unknown and Dan calmly waiting. But it should help sell book three!--M.T.

Oz, Amos. Soumc.hl.

Harper &Row, 1980.

ISBN 0-06-024622-7.

LC 80-8457.

$8.79.

90p.

This strange and delightful little book is the first Oz has written for children. It is almost poetic as it tells of young Soumchi, age eleven years and two
months, and his everyday life with his feet and body in Jerusalem, but with his
hea~t and spirit frequently roaming through Africa, Obangi-Shari, or the Himalayan
Mountains. Only when he's thinking of his true love, Esthie, is he happy to be
right there in Jerusalem. How else would he demonstrate his depth of affection if
he couldn't pull Esthie's plaits or stick her beautiful white jumper to her chair
A with chewing gum?
4-7
A typical day in Soumchi's life was one in which he received a beautiful
bicycle on the morning of his birthday and before the day was over had traded it
in turn for part of an electric train, and a dog, which returned immediately to
its master, etc. At the end of the day, Soumchi had nothing but a worn pencil
sharpener. Ah, woe! But the night wasn't over. Soumchi spent the early evening
talking heavy politics with the father of his true love and finally much of the
night visiting with Esthie. Ah, ecstacy!
A rare treat for discriminating readers in grades 4-7 .--A.M.
Ransome, ·Arthur. We V.idn':t Mean To Go To Sea.
No price given . Page numbers not given.

*

5+

Gregg Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-83982-698-2.

They didn ' t. But the rising tide pulled the anchor on the cutter Goblin .
Jim, the owner, has put ashore for petrol, the fog comes in, and it is either put
to sea or be wrecked on the shallows. John, Roger, Susan and Titty sail across
the North Sea in a storm and land in Flushing, Netherlands. Each decision they
make is at the peril of their lives .
For me, the best part of the book and perhaps of the series is to meet Daddy-Commander Walker--for the first time. I know of no father in literature who is
his equal. Cool and calm, he is the kind of father I would have liked to have had
and should like to be. - -T.K.H.
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Rockwell, Thomas. Hey, Lov~ Boy.
80-68739 . $8.95. lSSp .

NR
6+

Delacorte Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-440-03583-X LC

"The 'joke' justifies- the means" could describe Paul Nesbit and his attempts
at attention getting. Anybody and anything are fair game . Paul, though, doesn't
know that h~'s met his match when he pretends to be drunk and ruins the play his
classmate, Margaret, has written .
Soon afterwards, a suddenly amorous Margaret passes corny love notes to Paul,
climbs in his bedroom window (and out again), and meets him behind her house for a
promised game of strip poker. · Is Margaret really crazy about Paul, or does she
have a little of something else in mind?
Thomas Rockwell writes some clever stuff, and the perservering reader delight~
in Paul's comeuppance. However, Rockwell doesn't seem to like his own characters .
Since the reader develops no real affection toward Paul or Margaret, there's no
bonding between reader and writer; and there's not enough plot to entice the reader
on. Cleverness and teenage eccentricity are not enough.
Paul's preoccupation with sex and his attempts to find out the most basic
things about it ·don't ring true. Not because seventh graders don't wonder, but
because Rockwell has Paul writi ng high school papers like a Vonnegut Jr. Sophisticated writers, like Paul, have to be sophisticated readers. Even Judy Blume
readers know more than poor Paul.
The sexual vocabulary is explicit,. but nothing really offensive ever happens .
I do not recommend this book for elementary age children. Older readers would
probably be bored. Hey, Lov~ Boy has neither high interest found in How to Eat
F~ed Wo~ nor the dilemma offered in The Thie6.
One senses exploitation and
hopes for better things from Rockwell next time . --K.B.

Schaff, Peter. An A~ent Hou&e C!o4e Up.
LC 80-11301. $7 .95 . Unpaged .

Four Winds Press, 1980.

ISBN 0-590-07670-1.

In this black-and-white exploration of an apartment house, photographer Schaaf
(whose specialty is taking portraits of musicians) presents to the reader .different
views of an older, big city apartment house. Each double-page spread offers two
extremes of particulars within the building . "Cold water," for instance, shows
A in the left picture the wooden water tank on the roof where the cold water is
K-3 stored; on the right is the view of a tiled bathroom wall and fifty-year-old wash
basin where the cold water comes out. The photographs would be suitable for
framing, and the format reflects both artistic awareness and personal care . A
dignified and esthetically satisfying work which informs and pleases simultaneously.
--J.J.
Shyer, Marlene Fanta . My ~oth~, The Thie6.
16434-5. $8.95. 138p.

Scribner's &Sons, 1980.

ISBN 0-684-

Twelve-year-old Carolyn finds stolen articles under her half-brother Richard's
bed. This is the beginning of an unhappy summer for the family as they try to
A work out the problem.
5-8
There is love and compassion within the family, which helps Richard to see
his mistake, but he does not overcome all immediately.
Character development is good and logical, and wri ting is sensitive.--L .T.
Simon, tlorma. Nobody'4 P~6ect, Not Even My Moth~. Albert Whitman & Company, 1981.
ISBN 0-8075-5707-2
81-520. . LC
$6.95; Unpaged .

Nobody'4 P~6ect is another in the 'feelings' genre of children' s books which
delineate with pictures and/or words the innermost grappling each child supposedly
experiences . Neither fact nor fiction, they defy classification and, I suspect ,
interest . Supposedly they comfort the imperfect child with the knowledge that he
B
is normal and everyone feels left-out, angry, ugly, clumsy, etc. , etc., etc . I'm
K-3 not sure that that is an empirical truth . . . or that everyone needs to hear it.
At any rate, this book, though not as poetic as some, is accompanied by nicely
detailed pictures of family life--good and bad--and like all well-behaved 1981
juvenile books, it shows an interracial family. Which goes to show that the feelings
are universal, I suppose. I'm just not sure that in the context of kindergarten
plus I would care.--J.F.
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Simon, ·S~yrnour. Un&te.in AndeJr.6on: Science. Sle.u.th.
29069-6. LC 80-5514. $6.95. 73p.

Viking Press, 1980. 0-670ISBN

Adam Anderson is such a whiz at science that everyone calls him Einstein. In
each chapter Einstein faces a problem and poses a question to the reader. · when
the reader turns the page, Einstein explains his answer to the problem, like the
shrinking table. Sometimes his best friend, Margaret, who is also a science sleuth,
helps him solve a problem. There are also contests to which Pat the bully challenges
Einstein . But Einstein always wins by his wits and not bv force as Pat attempts
to do.
·
A
This collection of basic science skills is presented in a fun way to encourage
4-9 young readers to unravel clues and apply scientific principles. In additi on, it is
an extremely well-written picture of a gifted child who appears very "normal". He
likes baseball, wears glasses that slip down his nose, likes to sleep in during
surTillE!r vacation, enjoys joking, and is well-liked by other kids--well, almost all-except Pat. It is refreshing to read such a true portrait of a gifted child. The
book should be fun to read for the challenge of solving the problems before Einstein
(I missed two!) does. But it is also a valuable aid to help children learn that
smart kids are just like them--not weird.--K.S.
Thayer, Marjorie & Elizabeth £manual. Ui..nt>.i..ng Sun: The. St.oiUJ o6 a. Hop(. ItUW:r.n Boy.
Dodd, Mead, 1980 . ISBN 0-396-07844-3. $6.95 . 96p .

A
5+

Hubert Honani is a successful cabinetmaker and restorer of fine furniture .
He is also well-known as the maker of authentic Hopi Kachina dolls . But this is
the story of his childhood, specifically the first year he left him home on the
Hopi reservation near Flagstaff, Arizona, to attend the Sherman Indian Institute
in Riverside, California. This story details the fears and frustrations experienced by young children taken from their families and ~he surroundings they love
and understand. It also describes their gradual adjustment to the i r new lives and
gives a great deal of insight into the resilience of the human spirit. The
reader is also made aware of unconscious insensitivity and chauvinism on the part
of the dominant culture. There are no easy solutions to the problem of integrating
ethnic groups into the society ~s a whole without destroying their ~~n uniqueness .
Fortunately, there is now a heightened awareness of the problem and less of an
inclination to throw everybody into the melting pot--to try to create not only a
nation indivisible, but a nation with citizens unidentifiable.
Excellent book. Recommended for middle and upper graders.--A.M .

Yolen, Jane. The. Gi6t o6 S~
80-26443. .$9.95. 155p.

A
5+

.

~e.4.

Viking Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-670-74580-X LC

This nineteenth century Romeo and Juliet story is set in the Shaker community
of New Vale. Though New Vale itself never existed, it is a mixture of many real
Shaker farms which thrived during this period. Our Romeo, Abel Church, never existed
either, nor did his Juliet, Sarah Barker. But many young people like them did
exist and the author has woven a touching and believable tale of how it might have
been for just such a young couple.
Shakers, when they embrace the faith, do so with the unqerstanding that they
must remain, or become, celibate. There is no contact betwe~ the sexes in a
Shaker community. Even to touch the wearing apparel of the opposite sex, unless
it is an assigned task, is considered a sin. All new church growth is dependent
upon individuals converting to the faith and perhaps bringing children along, as
was the case with Sarah; or people leaving orphans or abandoned children in the care
of the Shaker community, as happened with Abel . Needless to say, the sect has not
only failed to grow rapidly, but has dwindled to the point that there are under ten
living members at the present time.
Both Sarah and Abel had been obedient and unquestioning followers, but Spring
was in the air and an accidental meeting aroused emotions neither of them understood .
Other less-accidental meetings followed and they found themselves falling hopelessly
in love.
The author's extensive research for her earlier book Simple. Thing~ has enabled
her to impart an authentic flavor to Shaker community life and to the deep feelings
and beliefs of the Shakers. This excellent book will give middle and upper graders
not only a greater understandin~ of people whose beliefs are unique, but they will
enjoy a first rate love story as well.
Highly recommended.--A .M.
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